WEB.COM GROUP, INC. PATENTS

Web.com Group, Inc. and affiliates (“Web.com”) is the owner of numerous United States patents, and certain Web.com products and processes may be covered by one or more of the patents listed below:

- Computerized Transactions Using a Computer Network
- Using Virtual Network Address Information During Communications
- Automatically Configured Network Server
- Synchronized Server Parameter Database
- Facilitating Load Balancing Across Name Servers
- Dynamically Incorporating Updates to Active Configuration Information
- Bandwidth On Demand Subscriber System
- Scheduling Processes Based Upon Virtual Server Identifiers
- Computer Storage Systems for Computer Facilities
- Method and Apparatus for Providing a Self-Service File
- Continuation of U.S. Pat. 6,268,851
- Database Using Active Server Pages
- Navigating Multiple Independent Windowed Images
- Method and system for communicating between clients in a computer network
- Method and Apparatus for Providing Name Services
- Method and Apparatus for Navigating Multiple Independent Windowed Images
- Database access using active server pages
- Method and system for communicating between clients in a computer network
- Apparatus and Method for Web Forwarding (Network Solutions)
- Unified Web-Based Interface-To Multiple Registrar Systems (Network Solutions)
- Method and Apparatus for Automatic Dial-Up Dial-Down Web Hosting
- Domain Manager and Method of Use
- Domain Manager for Plural Domains and Method of Use
Method and Apparatus for URL Forwarding

Method and Apparatus for Analyzing Domain Name Registrations

Providing User Access to Dynamic Updating of Remote Configuration Information

Server Configuration Management and Tracking

Method and Apparatus Providing Distributed Domain Management Capabilities

Domain Manager and Method of Use

Method and Apparatus for URL Forwarding

Domain Manager and Method of Use

System and Method for Managing Server Configurations

Mobile Content Service (Network Solutions)

Apparatus and Method for Web Forwarding (Network Solutions)

Certified Offer Service for Domain Names (Network Solutions)

Method and System for Scoring Domain Names (Network Solutions)

Domain Name Acquisition and Management System and Method

Registry-Integrated Internet Domain Name Acquisition System

Pathway-Specific, Registry-Integrated Domain Name Registration System

Domain Name Acquisition and Management System and Method

Domain Name Acquisition and Management System and Method

Domain Name Acquisition and Management System and Method

Demand Based Domain Name Auctionability

Domain Name Management System and Method

Domain Name Acquisition and Management System and Method

Domain Manager for Plural Domains and Method of Use

Methods and Apparatus for generating an Online Marketing Campaign (Yodle)